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The songs of the early Greek epos do not survive with reliable dates attached. The 
texts provide few references to events outside the songs themselves with which to 
establish a chronology, and thus much study has centered on the language of the 
songs. This study takes as its starting point the well-known and influential work of 
Richard Janko on this topic, especially as presented in his Homer, Hesiod, and the 
hymns: Diachronic development in epic diction, which seeks to establish relative dates 
for the songs of the epos through statistical analysis of certain linguistic features found 
therein. Though Janko's methodology is flawed, it does highlight the principal aspects 
of the question of the epic language and chronology. This thesis first establishes the 
problematic relationship between the oral tradition and our textual representatives of 
that tradition, as well as the consequences of that relationship for the question of 
chronology. The existence of an Aeolic phase of epic diction is next refuted, with 
important results for chronology. Finally, the evidence of the Homeric digamma 
reveals the "paradox of archaism." The epic language can be shown to work in such a 
way that many apparent archaisms depend crucially on innovative forms for their 
creation. This phenomenon is recognized for the first time as a special kind of 
innovatory language, one which undermines the possibility for simple, linear 
development of the epic language on which Janko and others have relied. While this 
finding does not yield dates of the songs of the early Greek epos, it nevertheless 
provides a more accurate picture of the nature of the epic language. 
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Dem            Aphr 
Class  long  dub.  short  long  dub.  short 
A  21  5  0  17  0  0 
B  11  1  0  8  0  0 
C  22  3  5  19  5  0 





















































































Class  long  dub.  short 
A  19      (21)  4      (5)  0      (0) 
B  10      (11)  1      (1)  5      (0) 
C  24      (22)  5      (3)  6      (5) 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































  ‑ᾱο  %‑ᾱο  ‑ε͜ω/ω +V  ~+C  Grand Total 
Iliad  173  77.9  28  21  222 
Theogony  5  41.7  0  7  12 
 
  ‑ᾱων  %‑ᾱων  ‑έων  ‑έ͜ων (syniz.)  ‑ῶν/‑ᾶν  Grand Total 
Iliad  188  83.9  2  22  12 / 0  224 























‑αο / ‑ε ͜ω  ‑1.7  ‑0.6 
















  ‑ᾱο  %‑ᾱο  ‑ε ͜ω/ω +V  ~+C  Grand Total 
Iliad  173  77.9  28  21  222 













  ‑ᾱων  %‑ᾱων  ‑έων  ‑έ ͜ων (syniz.)  ‑ῶν  Grand Total 
Iliad  188  83.9  2  22  12  224 



















  ‑ᾱο  %‑ᾱο  (‑ε ͜ω/ω +V)  ~+C  Grand Total 
Iliad  173  89.2  (28)  21  194 


























‑αο  ‑εω  ‑άων  ‑έ͜ων/ῶν/ᾶν 
Il  14.1  14.3  11.0  1.3  12.0  2.3 
Od  9.1  13.4  6.6  0.4  10.7  2.6 
Th  11.9  38.7  5.0  6.9  23.8  14.9 



















  ‑άων  %‑άων  ‑έων  ‑έ ͜ων (syniz.)  ‑ῶν  ‑ᾶν  Grand Total 
Theogony  24  61.5  0  10  4  1  39 
Erga  6  54.5  0  4  0  1  11 







































































































































































































































































































































































            *hedrāhōn    *hippēwōn 
  i. loss of h (<*s, yod)     hedrāōn    *hippēwōn 
  ii. fronting of a: to æ:    *hedræ:ōn    *hippēwōn 
  iii. QM/shortening‑ 1    hedreōn    *hippēwōn   
  iv. Contraction      hedrōn    *hippēwōn 
  v. loss of intervocallic –w‑    hedrōn     hippēōn 





































































































































































































































































































































Work    *‑oι’  *‑οο  *‑ο’  ‑ου  Total  % ‑ου 
Il  111  289  237  375  1012  37.0 
Od  87  211  173  348  819  42.5 
Th  4  6  47  66  123  53.6 
Erga  11  4  15  59  89  66.3 










































Il  289  (237)  375  41.6   (56.5) 
Od  211  (173)  348  47.5   (62.2) 
Th  6  (47)  66  55.5   (91.7) 
Erga  4  (15)  59  75.6   (93.7) 





















































































































































































































































  Observ.  Neg.  % neg  Observ.  Neg.  % neg 
Pos 1225  17  22  56.4  9  22  71 
Pos 1.5  45  6  11.8  20  11  35.5 
Pos 2  45  24  34.8  37  24  39.3 
Pos 3  119  32  21.2  114  19  14.3 
Pos 3.5  76  12  13.6  68  17  20 



















  Observ.  Neg.  % neg  Observ.  Neg.  % neg 
Pos 5  109  15  12.1  86  15  14.9 
Pos 5.5  103  45  30.4  94  34  26.6 
Pos 6  53  28  34.6  26  12  32.4 
Pos 7  73  5  6.4  69  8  10.4 
Pos 7.5  0  0  ‑  0  3  100 
Pos 8  202  31  13.7  193  37  16.1 
Pos 9  32  8  20  42  10  19.2 
Pos 9.5  196  51  20.6  175  44  20.1 





















































Pos 1  5  12  29.4  0  9  0 
Pos 1.5  ‑  45  ‑  ‑  20  ‑ 
Pos 2  4  41  8.9  1  36  2.7 
Pos 3  56  63  47.1  39  76  34.2 
Pos 3.5  ‑  76  ‑  ‑  68  ‑ 
Pos 4  1  101  1  3  126  2.3 
Pos 5  56  53  51.4  40  46  46.5 
Pos 5.5  ‑  103  ‑  ‑  94  ‑ 
Pos 6  1  52  1.9  0  26  0 
Pos 7  26  48  35.6  22  47  31.9 
Pos 7.5  ‑  ‑  ‑  ‑  ‑  ‑ 
Pos 8  2 (?)  198  1  0  193  0 
Pos 9  24  8  75  21  21  50 
Pos 9.5  ‑  196  ‑  ‑  175  ‑ 













































































































































































































































































ἐνὶ οἴκῳ        3x Il., 34x Od. (!) 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Pos 1  0  5  100  1  6  85.7 
Pos 1.5  1  0  0  3  0  0 
Pos 2  2  2  50  5  5  50 
Pos 3  4  2  33.3  5  4  44.4 
Pos 3.5  3  2  40  4  2  33.3 
Pos 4  3  0  0  3  2  40 
Pos 5  2  1  33.3  11  1  8.3 
Pos 5.5  6  2  25  2  3  60 
Pos 6  0  9  100  5  8  61.5 
Pos 7  0  1  100  4  0  0 
Pos 8  14  7  33.3  15  5  25 
Pos 9  2  0  0  2  0  0 
Pos 9.5  10  4  28.6  5  3  37.5 
Pos 10  11  4  26.7 
 
20  10  33.3 
 
  The prohibition against creating spondees by position with digamma256 
operates without exception in Hesiod; all observances of digamma after even 
numbered positions are by hiatus. At all positions hiatus predominates, 
though the Works and Days shows more lengthening than does the Theogony. 
For example, the Theogony shows four observances of digamma at position 3, 
all by hiatus after a long vowel (and all after a single word stretching from line 
beginning to position 3); the Works and Days, on the other hand, shows five 
                                                 
256 See above, pp. 107ff. 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observance, only one of which is by hiatus. The other four involve 
lengthening. Twice we find the sequence τὸν or τὴν φθάμενος followed by an 
apparent observance of digamma by position. However, as we saw for 
Homer, such sequences, coming at prominent line junctures, are not reliably 
diganostic of the effect of digamma at the time a sequence entered the 
tradition. Position 5 has a similar distribution. The Works and Days shows an 
interesting line which casts into vivid relief the perils of making clear‑cut 
assertions regarding the effects of digamma. At WD 453‑4 we find 
  ῥηίδιον γὰρ ἔπος εἰπεῖν∙ βόε δὸς καὶ ἄμαξαν∙ 
  ῥηίδιον δ’ ἀπανήνασθαι∙ πάρα δ’ ἔργα βόεσσιν.  
 
which shows a neglect of digamma by failure to lengthen followed 
immediately by an apparent observance by lengthening. While it is possible 
that the close syntax of the phrase ἔπος εἰπεῖν caused the digamma to remain 
as essentially internal to the phrase as a unit, the observance also takes place at 
position 5 where brevis in longo is not infrequent in Homer. The neglects in 
the two lines, closely parallel to one another, point unequivocally to 
composition after the loss of digamma in the Ionic tradition, perhaps the 
tradition of wisdom literature to judger from the content. Given such 
circumstances, the apparent observance, coming at position 5, is 
unconvincing. From the table above we can observe that the Works and Days 
is at its most observant at position 5, though this owes much to the strong 
caesura in the line and the paradox of archaism.  
  As we saw in Homer, the end of the verse tends to preserve more 
formulaic material, and positions 8 through 10 all show a low level of neglect; 
also these positions at the end of the verse contain a disproportionate number 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of the total examples. About half of all the examples for each of the poems 
occur at just positions 8, 9.5, and 10. Position 10 of course shows perhaps the 
strongest tendancy against creation of spondees, i.e. in the fifth foot, and the 
Works and Days in particular witnesses numerous observance at this position, 
many of which look quite traditional. There are, however, numerous neglects 
as well, many through modification of traditional types such as πινέμεν οἶνον 
described above.  
  The problems of establishing chronology from this mixed bag of 
evidence are daunting, and ultimately, as Edwards notes, “one must agree 
with West that the relative proportions of these ‘early’ and ‘late’ linguistic 
features in Hesiod and Homer cannot be used as an index of the relative dates 
of the poems’ composition.”257 The problem of archaisms in the epic is two‑
fold: 1) preservations are not diagnostic of change, nor do they provide a 
statistical baseline against which to test the proportion of innovations; and 2) 
due to the special nature of the bardic technique, preservations are at times 
indistinguishable from later phraseology which mimics the appearance of 
archaism due to the effects of the inner metric.   
                                                 
257 Edwards (1971) p. 38. 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